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A bit about the course
The Therapeutic Teaching course is a 6 part accredited course that is

designed to embed a therapeutic approach across your school. The

modules teach you about how childhood trauma and adverse childhood

experiences can impact children's mental health and wellbeing, and the

effects this has on their school experience. We also look at how childhood

has changed given the arrival of technology and social media. and explore

the need to begin to re-frame the role of schools, putting wellbeing at its

core in order to meet the needs of children today. This course upskills and

empowers everyone to work from a trauma-informed perspective and

teaches you to become therapeutic teachers. It will give you the strategies

and resources to begin to feel confident about supporting children,

whatever their background or behaviour and actually make a difference

in their lives.  Every child deserves the chance to flourish. This course

helps you to teach the children that they are not their trauma and it does

not have to define them. Creating an ethos in school which communicates

that you are there to help guide, support and teach children, even if what

they need to be taught is nothing to do with the curriculum but

everything to do with who they will become!

Cost:
 £1,800 per school 
This is for everyone in the school to be enrolled, TA's, Lunchtime

Organisers, Admin and Teachers and Senior Leaders! There is no

maximum number!

"This course
upskills and
empowers
everyone to
work from a
trauma-
informed
perspective"



The Course Modules
Learn about childhood trauma and how it impacts a developing brain. Find out

what happens when children are stressed or overwhelmed. Why they have

‘meltdowns’ and what the impact is on their behaviour and internal processing at

school. Most importantly, learn what can you do to help. Underpinned by

therapeutic approaches and full of advice and free resources. This session is vital

for anyone working with vulnerable children or young people in an educational

setting.

 

Learn about attachment disorder and how it impacts a child or young person.  Find

out how to identify attachment disorder and how to support the children you work

with by ensuring you are not triggering attachment style behaviours. Full of

practical strategies and advice to help you figure out what is effective and what is

not effective at school. You will have lots to take away and implement.

 



The Course Modules
Learn about how to develop therapeutic teaching skills with the children in your

school. Find out how to adapt your responses to behavioural incidents and

emotional outbursts to focus on connection and care. The lessons in this module

will begin to create a therapeutic ethos amongst your staff and help guide everyone

working with the children toward an approach that puts mental health and well-

being first. A very popular session which will change perceptions and offer a lot of

‘ah-ha’ moments.

 

This module underpins the learning in other modules and extends it to the

classroom environment. How can you help children feel engaged and ready to

learn? How can you reduce stress levels in the body? In this session, you will learn

how to create a therapeutic environment throughout your school which puts well-

being and mental health at its core. Find out how changing your classrooms,

hallways and outdoor areas can increase feelings of safety and promote self-belief

which in turn positively impact learning. Ensuring your school is meeting the needs

of each child through its design.

 



The Course Modules
Learn about emotional intelligence and how focusing on developing EI in your

children can predict better outcomes and life skills than academic achievements.

This module links to the government guidelines on health, relationships and sex

education and will inspire you to put wellbeing at the heart of your classroom. Find

out how you can increase emotional intelligence in the children you work with and

help them become more self-aware and empathetic by following the advice,

resources, and support in this module.

 

Learn about the importance of boundaries and consistency when working with

vulnerable children. Find out how to approach behavioural incidents whilst still

maintaining a therapeutic approach based on connection. With specific approaches

and advice for you to begin to implement in your school. This session guides you

toward alternative methods to time out and detention whilst still maintaining the

boundaries many vulnerable children desperately need.

 



Every member of staff will be signed up to our online learning platform,

TPC Teach. Here you will have access to all of the course modules. Each

course is engaging, interesting, and inspiring and delivered by Shahana

Knight. Shahana has a history of childhood trauma herself and years of

experience in working with vulnerable children. She uses this to share

real-life experiences and scenarios throughout the training to bring the

course to life. 

The online platform allows you to learn whenever suits you best, it might

be together during a staff meeting, individually, or at home. Stop the

modules at any time and come back to them later on- they will pick up

where you left off. Share your comments about the course content below

each module in the comments box and read what other people think. You

can also communicate with us directly using our online chatbox. 

Each course includes additional resources and a downloadable PDF which

includes all of the important 'takeaways' from the course. Teachers can

print these off to keep in their diary/ hang on their walls or share with

others and refer back to at any time. You will also have the opportunity to

complete a short assessment following each module and feedback form.

On completion of these, a certificate will be sent out to you.

You can also revisit and rewatch course modules at any time. 

Learn Online



Additional Workshops

A course module recap using questions fill in the blanks and polls 

Breakout discussions about specific scenarios and real children

Question and Answers with Shahana Knight 

Three 1.5 hour workshops with Shahana Knight spread across your

chosen time frame

Zoom sessions - £600 total cost

Face to face- £750 total cost (depending on availability and location)

As you are working through the modules you can book Shahana in the

diary to do some group workshops with you all. These run for an hour and

a half and give you the opportunity to recap the modules together, ask

questions, discuss and share practice. 

Workshops include:

Cost:

 

"We loved
tonight's
workshop-
the staff got
so much out
of it! 
Thank you!"



Tips 

Set dates for staff to complete sessions and ask for their certificates to

evidence their participation - you might also want to discuss the

content in your staff meetings

Book the workshops with Shahana to embed learning and give

everyone the opportunity to discuss thoughts and real-life scenarios 

Begin to implement the advice, strategies, and ethos taught in the

course to create a sense of purpose and intention. Create a school

ethos around therapeutic teaching 

Encourage the conversation and ownership by using staff meetings to

re-visit parts of the training videos as a team and discussing how you

will implement them across the school.

We know online learning can be un-inspiring and it can be difficult to get

staff to engage enthusiastically. When we set about creating our online

courses our goal was to ensure everyone's experience was a positive one.

We wanted them to feel as inspired and excited about our modules as they

did when Shahana delivered them face to face. After hundreds of feedback

forms, we guarantee your staff will love our course modules and the

experience of learning online with us! 

Here are some tips to get the best out of it:

If you want to do the course modules together as a whole team- just log in

on someone's account and watch the videos together!
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www.tpctherapy.co.uk

info@tpctherapy.co.uk

07852218782
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Get more from us on our website


